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Abstract: Melting of metal scrap from the steel and cast-iron in
cupola furnace with aim of providing of semi-product and final
product with the content of cast-iron is shown as successful
process in economic and industrial aspect. A greater request
for production of other details from the steel has performed the
need of examining the possibility for refinery of cast iron-liquid
in auxiliary furnace where can be done the process of decarbonization with pure oxygen blowing in melted cast iron.
The main processes which are treated in this work are:
determination of optimal time and quality of oxygen which have
to be blown in a fixed quantity of liquid cast-iron, examination
of possibility of connected elements as: Ni, Cr, Mo, etc, and
depending from carbon quantity in refined steel to do the
determinations of optimal parameters of whole process words
Key words: auxiliary furnace, cast iron, steel, smelting,
decarbonization

1. INTRODUCTION
Based on the tremendous amount of metal waste consisting
of cast iron and steel in Kosovo and in the process smelting
them into the furnace cupola in order to obtain the liquid coast
iron, and that this process has been shown successful in
economic and industrial terms, is a need for examining the
possibility of decarbonization of the liquid cast iron produced
in the cupola furnace, with auxiliary furnace application bulge
pure oxygen in molten cast iron (Eric, 2009). Cast Iron melted
by cupola furnace exit hole through which flows into the
channel makes possible the movement of the molten cost iron
to the furnace auxiliary bathroom.
The auxiliary furnace capacity is 300-400 kg. Upon
reaching the bathroom of auxiliary oven with melted cast iron
pouring hole closes the oven cupola to another load and then
placed through the particular mechanism for blower pure
oxygen in molten cast iron and oxygen begins to blow until
reaching decarbonization.
In addition the paper will be descriptions ranging from
analysis of the composition of the three loads of cost iron
produced in the cupola furnace, then identify the amount and
timing of bulge pure oxygen in molten cast iron, a description
of the analysis of the composition of some auxiliary loads in the
furnace after decarbonization and all these optimization of this
whole process.

For our experimental work is important is the amount of
carbon which auxiliary furnace should be reduced as far as
marks (types) of the special steels.
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Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the all process
View of the cupola furnace and auxiliary furnace (fig. 2 and
fig.3).

Fig. 2. Cupola furnace

2. ANALYSIS OF CAST IRON BEFORE REFINING
Laboratory Analysis Company of Janjeva. After analyzing
with the atomic absorber is determinate composition of three
samples of cost iron (Table 1).
Composition
C (%) Si (%) Mn (%) P (%)
Sample 1
4.4
1.6
1.2
0.6
Sample 2
4.2
1.5
1.3
0.5
Sample 3
4.3
1.7
1.3
0.5
Tab. 1. The composition of three samples of cost iron

Fig. 3. Auxiliary furnace
Auxiliary furnace inside (basement and bathroom) is
masonry with fireproof material of refractory bricks chamotte
have circular shape, while the external mantle of the furnace is
constructed from galvanized steel with thickness 10 mm. In
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wrapping is set special mechanism for lifting and emptying of
metal (steel) melt after decarbonization.

4. ANALYSIS OF
DECARBONIZATION

3. WORKING PARAMETERS OF AUXILIARY
FURNACE

After the process of 4 loads decarbonization samples were
taken and an analysis of their composition in atomic absorber.
For each load time of blowing of the oxygen is the amount of
carbon determinated in the metal. These data are given in table
4 and chart 2.

The capacity of auxiliary furnace for one load is 400 kg.
Temperature of the cast iron-poured in the bathroom of
auxiliary furnace is 1320 0C (Schuman, 1985)
3
The capacity of blower is 1.2 m / min
The blowing time of oxygen for four loads given in Table
2.

•
•

•
•

Number of loads
1
2
Time of blowingof O2 (min)
10
15
Tab. 2. Blowing time for four loads of Oxygen

3
20

4
25

(1)
(2)

C + O2 = CO2

(3)

Reactions are therefore exothermic, than temperature goes
to the bathroom increasing since the start of decarbonization
(table 3). Depending on the composition of cast iron can also
oxidation other elements present in cast iron (Oberg & Ryffel,
2000).
Is important to note that blower is likely to move through
the particular mechanism in the area ~ 0.7 * D (internal
diameter of the furnace), enabling the uniform decarbonization
bathroom throughout the oven.

AFTER

The amount of Carbon after decarbonization (%)
6

5

Amount of Carbon [%]

C + 0.5O2 = CO

METAL

Number of loads
1
2
3
4
Blowing time of oxygen
10
15
20
25
[min]
The amount of Carbon
2.4
1.4
0.8
0.3
after decarbonization (%)
Tab. 4.Blowing time of oxygen and the amount of Carbon after
decarbonization

The main reactions taking place in the bathroom of the
oven are (Bugayev & Ivan, 2001):

CO + 0.5O2 = CO2

THE
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blowing time [min]

Time decarbonization
5
10
15
T ( ºC )
1320
1480
1580
Tab. 3. Increasing the temperature depending on the time of
decarbonization
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Fig. 5. The change of amount of carbon during the blowing
time of oxygen.

5. CONCLUSION
After reviewing the results and analysis obtained for four
loads of auxiliary furnace can optimalization decarbonization
process of the conditions mentioned in the paper.
From the diagram 2, can be determined the minimum time
to reach the refining process of cast iron in steel (tmin = 13
min.), that the amount of carbon to be 2%, in such conditions
the development process.
For smaller quantities of carbon content in steel, needed the
longest blowing time of oxygen, depending on what brand of
steel should be produced (i. e. that the amount of carbon to be
less than 1.4%, blowing time of oxygen should be longer than
15 min.
In addition to determining the amount of carbon in steel
produced depending on the blowing time of oxygen, there is a
possibility of adding elements connector (alloys) as: Cr, Ni, V,
Mo, etc. in the molten metal after decarbonization.

10
15

Fig. 4. Temperature (º C) = f (t) [min]
Due to exothermic reactions during increasing temperature
goes up to 1600 0C
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